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Time perspectives and gambling in adolescent boys:    

Differential effects of present and future orientation 

Abstract 

Adolescent boys are characterised by increased risk-taking behavior, including a relatively 

high propensity to develop problem gambling habits. The association between gambling and 

sensitivity to immediately available rewards is well-established, suggesting that gamblers are less 

influenced by potential future consequences than non-gamblers. Nevertheless, existing studies have 

considered present- and future orientation as two ends of the same continuum, and have not 

investigated the possibility that present and future perspectives might make independent 

contributions to gambling behavior. In the current study, we adopted Zimbardo’s multidimensional 

approach, which discriminates between not only present and future perspectives, but also between a 

hedonistic and fatalistic present-orientation (in addition to positive and negative orientations 

towards the past). The participants were 223 male adolescents (mean age = 16.7 years). We 

investigated the effects of time perspectives on gambling frequency and gambling problem severity, 

after taking into account the effects of age, sensation seeking, and gambling-related cognitive 

distortions. Gambling frequency was significantly predicted by the present fatalistic perspective, 

and problem gambling was significantly (negatively) related to the future perspective. The present 

hedonistic and past negative perspectives were also significantly related to both gambling frequency 

and gambling problems, although they did not explain additional variance in gambling behavior 

when the effects of the other factors were controlled. Overall, these results offer a fresh perspective 

on the role of time perspectives in gambling behavior, with potential implications for understanding 

the origins of gambling problems and the development of novel interventions.  

 

Keywords: Adolescent risk taking; Cognitive distortions; Future orientation; Gambling; Sensation 

seeking; Time perspectives.    
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Time perspectives and gambling in adolescent boys:  

Differential effects of present- and future orientation 

Adolescence is characterized by profound physical, behavioral, and neurological changes 

(Sommerville, Jones, & Casey, 2010), as well as increased risk-taking behavior, such as driving 

without seatbelts, carrying weapons, using illicit drugs and alcohol, and engaging in unprotected sex 

(see Reyna, Chapman, Dougherty, & Confrey, 2012 for a review). Among this wide array of risky 

behaviors, gambling has become a serious international concern for youth in recent years (see 

Blinn-Pike, Worthy, & Jonkman, 2010; Volberg, Gupta, Griffiths, Olason, & Delfabbro, 2010). 

Indeed, a systematic review attests that, across five continents, 0.2-12.3% of youth meet diagnostic 

criteria for problem gambling, and the majority of problem gamblers are male adolescents (Calado, 

Alexander, & Griffiths, 2016). There is also evidence that problem gambling in adulthood 

originates in gambling problems in adolescence (e.g., Blinn-Pike et al., 2010; Chambers & Potenza, 

2003; Gupta & Derevensky, 2014). 

In order to explain problem gambling among adolescents, several studies have been 

conducted with the aim of identifying risk factors in adolescence (see Dowling et al., 2017, for a 

systematic review and meta-analysis). Overall, these studies suggest that gambling problems in 

adolescence are related to a wide range of factors which can be categorized as dispositional or 

affective and cognitive (e.g., Donati, Chiesi, & Primi, 2013). One of the dispositional factors that 

has been consistently linked to problem gambling, is sensation seeking (e.g., Donati et al., 2013; 

Gupta & Derevensky, 1998; Nower, Derevensky, & Gupta, 2004; Powell, Hardoon, Derevensky, & 

Gupta, 1999). Specifically, adolescent problem gamblers have higher levels of sensation seeking 

than non-problem gamblers (Gupta & Derevensky, 1998; Nower et al., 2004) and, in particular, 

they have been found to have higher levels of both thrill-and-adventure seeking and intensity 

seeking (Powell et al., 1999). Concerning the cognitive risk factors, one of the most important 

predictors is cognitive distortions related to gambling (e.g., Cosenza & Nigro, 2015; Donati, 

Ancona, Chiesi, & Primi, 2015; Tang & Wu, 2012; Taylor, Parker, Keefer, Kloosterman, & 
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Summerfeldt, 2014), which can be defined as mistaken perceptions of the role of personal ability in 

gambling, and false beliefs about the possibility to control or predict gambling outcomes. 

Gambling-related cognitive distortions have also been found to be related to poor probabilistic 

reasoning ability and susceptibility to superstitious thinking (Donati et al., 2018). 

Existing studies on adolescent problem gambling, have paid relatively little attention to the 

role of time perspectives. More specifically, following research with adults showing that 

pathological gamblers are characterized by increased impulsivity and reward sensitivity as 

compared to non-problem gamblers (e.g., MacLaren, Fugelsang, Harrigan & Dixon, 2012), and a 

reduced consideration of future consequences (e.g., Toplak, Liu, MacPherson, Toneatto & 

Stanovich, 2007), studies that have investigated this relationship in adolescence have used a time-

orientation approach in which focus on the future and the present are considered mutually 

exclusive, and the influence of past perspectives is not considered. Overall, these studies with 

adolescents have shown that gambling problem severity is positively associated with impulsivity 

and the tendency to focus on the immediate consequences of current behaviors and events, rather 

than future implications (e.g., Cosenza & Nigro, 2015; Cosenza, Griffiths, Nigro, & Ciccarelli, 

2016; Nigro, Cosenza, & Ciccarelli, 2017; Shenassa, Paradis, Dolan, Wilhelm, & Buka, 2012; 

Slutske, Moffitt, Poulton, & Caspi, 2012).  

According to a broader and more integrative conceptualization, time perspectives can be 

described as the subjective, and often non-conscious, process whereby individuals relate to time 

through organizing and categorizing their personal and social experiences within the temporal 

frames of the past, present and future (Boyd & Zimbardo, 2005). Time perspectives also describe 

how people’s personal conceptualization of their past, present, and future influence their behaviors 

and adaptation to changes (van Beek, Berghuis, Kerkhof, & Beekman, 2011), and they have been 

found to be related to risk-taking as well as health-protective behaviors, coping strategies and 

people’s social status (Zimbardo & Boyd, 1999). To measure time perspectives, Zimbardo and 

Boyd (1999) developed the Zimbardo Time Perspective Inventory (ZTPI), a self-report measure 
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which assesses people's attitudes towards their own past, present, and future. Specifically, five 

different time perspective (TPs) have been described: the past negative (PN) - a generally negative 

and aversive view of the past; past positive (PP) - a warm and sentimental attitude toward past 

events; present hedonistic (PH) - a risk-taking and pleasure-orientated attitude toward life events, 

which is characterized by impulsivity; present fatalistic (PF) - a belief that future is predestined and 

that human beings are unable to change it through their actions because they are “at the whimsical 

mercy of fate”(Zimbardo & Boyd, 1999, p. 1278); and the future (F) - a general future orientation, 

which is characterised by establishing and achieving  personal goals. 

Whereas the PP, F and, to some extent, the PH time perspectives have been linked to 

adaptive functioning, the PN and PF perspectives are related to maladaptive behaviors (Zimbardo & 

Boyd, 1999). Additionally, the present TPs and the future TP were found to independently predict - 

respectively positively and negatively - risky driving, self-reported alcohol and drug use, and other 

risk-taking behaviors, such as unsafe health habits, crime, sexual promiscuity, and addictions (Boyd 

& Zimbardo, 2005; Henson, Carey, Carey, & Maisto, 2006; Keough, Zimbardo, & Boyd, 1999; 

Petry, Bickel, & Arnett, 1998; Rothspan & Read, 1996; Zimbardo, Keough, & Boyd, 1997). 

Although both present perspectives have been associated with risky behavior, there is some 

indication that the types of risky behavior associated with hedonism and fatalism differ. 

Specifically, Henson and colleagues (2006) reported that the PH perspective predicted risky 

behaviors which were associated with pleasure (e.g., drug use, sexual partner frequency and 

smoking), while PF was associated with health-damaging risk behaviors (e.g., daily smoking, no 

seat belt use). It has also been found that adolescents who lived in Children’s Homes (a population 

with increased risk-taking tendencies) had a characteristic profile of time perspectives, with higher 

scores on the present TPs and the past negative TP, and a lower past positive TP, as compared to a 

group of adolescents who lived with their family, with no difference in the future TP (Morsanyi & 

Fogarasi, 2014). 
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Concerning gambling, Hodgins and Engel (2002) found that pathological gamblers had 

significantly higher scores on the present TPs and the past negative TP, and lower levels of the past 

positive TP as compared to social gamblers. Additionally, MacKillop, Anderson, Castelda, Mattson, 

and Donovick (2006a) reported that gambling problem severity, and gambling-related 

misconceptions were positively related to the present time perspectives and negatively related to the 

future TP among the general population. This study also found that impulsivity, a strong predictor 

of gambling problems, showed moderate-to-strong, positive relationships with the present 

hedonistic and fatalistic, and the past negative TP, and was negatively related to the future TP. 

However, MacKillop, Anderson, Castelda, Mattson, and Donovick (2006b) found no difference in 

the TPs of pathological gamblers, potential pathological gamblers, and non-pathological gamblers. 

Although these findings are novel in that they highlight the potential role of the past perspectives in 

pathological gambling (in addition to the present and future perspectives), the results so far are not 

entirely consistent. It is also unclear whether TPs would predict gambling behavior when the effects 

of some known predictors of gambling problems (in particular, sensation seeking and cognitive 

distortions) are taken into account.  

Starting from these considerations, the aim of this study was to investigate the relationship 

between time perspective, as a multidimensional construct, and gambling behavior in adolescence. 

Indeed, although several studies have investigated the link between time perspectives and risky 

behaviors (e.g., Boyd & Zimbardo, 2005; Keough et al., 1999), and some studies have also 

investigated the link between TPs and gambling in adults (Hodgins & Engel, 2002; Mackillop et al., 

2006a, 2006b), so far, the relationship with gambling has not been studied among adolescents. 

Additionally, the predictive value of TPs has not been compared with other known predictors of 

gambling behavior.  

Moreover, studies that investigated the impact of present- and future-orientation on 

gambling behavior did not focus on the independent effects of these perspectives. By contrast, the 

ZTPI not only discriminates between two aspects of present orientation: hedonism and fatalism, but 
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also discriminates between these perspectives and the future TP. Thus, we were interested in 

whether these TPs independently predict gambling behavior. In order to study these questions, we 

recruited a sample of Italian adolescent boys. In Italy, some recent studies involving youth aged 

between 11 to 23 years old found an alarming prevalence of gambling behavior, with 70 to 78% of 

these samples reporting gambling activity in the past year, 6-7.9% of them showing problematic 

gambling behavior, and with boys at higher risk than girls (Canale et al., 2017; Donati, Chiesi, Izzo, 

& Primi, 2017; Nigro et al., 2017).  

In the current study, we considered gambling frequency and gambling problem severity as 

separate outcome measures because, even though gambling frequency is one of the strongest 

predictors of gambling problem symptoms (e.g., Chiu & Storm, 2010; Derevensky, Sklar, Gupta, & 

Messerlian, 2010), not all adolescents who report frequent gambling have gambling problems. 

Indeed, gambling frequency and gambling problem severity have been shown to be predicted by 

different sets of variables (Vachon, Vitaro, Wanner, & Tremblay, 2004; Wickwire, Whelan, 

Meyers, & Murray, 2007). Nevertheless, these studies with adolescents have focused on family- and 

peer-influences on gambling behavior, and the effects of individual differences variables on 

gambling frequency and gambling problem severity have received less attention. Thus, it is of 

interest whether individual characteristics differentially predict gambling frequency and gambling 

problems.  

Finally, to better assess the predictive power of the time perspective dimensions on 

gambling behavior, we considered them together with some other factors that are known to be 

related to adolescent gambling. Specifically, we considered the effect of sensation seeking (e.g., 

Donati et al., 2013; Gupta & Derevensky, 1998; Nower et al., 2004; Powell et al., 1999) and 

gambling-related cognitive distortions (e.g., Cosenza & Nigro, 2015; Donati et al., 2015; Tang & 

Wu, 2012; Taylor et al., 2014) as dispositional and cognitive risk factors for adolescent gambling. 

Based on previous findings with adults (Hodgins & Engel, 2002; McKillopp et al., 2006a), 

we expected that the present TPs would be positively related to gambling behavior, whereas we 
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expected a negative relationship between the future TP and gambling. Regarding the past 

perspectives, given the association between gambling and negative affect, anxiety, and depression 

(e.g., Griffith, 1995; Lorains, Cowlishaw, & Thomas, 2011), we predicted that PN would be 

positively linked to gambling behavior, whereas PP, due to its associations with positive affect and 

high levels of social support, could act as a protective factor. Although weak to moderate 

associations exist between the TPs, it was expected that they would make independent contributions 

to predicting gambling behaviour, in line with Zimbardo and Boyd’s (1999) multidimensional 

approach.  

Regarding the possibility that the TPs could explain additional variance in gambling 

behaviour when the effects of sensation seeking and gambling-related distortions are taken into 

account, this was an open question, as a previous study with adult gamblers (MacKillopp et al., 

2006a) reported significant links between TPs and gambling-related misconceptions. Additionally, 

Zimbardo et al. (1997) reported that both the present and future perspectives were significantly 

related to sensation seeking. Nevertheless, in the study by Zimbardo et al. (1997), the present 

perspectives explained additional variance in risky driving when the effects of sensation seeking 

(and some other relevant variables) were taken into account. Thus, we hypothesized that TPs might 

also explain additional variance in gambling behavior when the effect of other relevant factors is 

controlled. This issue is theoretically important, because this would mean that TPs are not only 

associated with gambling behaviors due to their links with some other relevant variables, but they 

independently contribute (as risk or protective factors) to the development of gambling habits. 

Finally, we considered frequency and problem severity as separate outcome measures, and we 

expected to find some differences in their key predictors (e.g., Vachon et al., 2004; Wickwire et al., 

2007), although we did not have specific hypotheses regarding these.  

Methods 

Participants 
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In the light of national (e.g., Canale et al., 2017; Donati et al., 2017; Nigro et al., 2017) and 

international data (see Calado et al., 2016; Volberg et al., 2010 for reviews) showing that boys are 

more likely than girls to gamble and to report gambling problems, we recruited only boys, in line 

with some past studies (e.g., Ricijas, Hundric, & Huic, 2016; Vitaro, Wanner, Ladouceur, 

Brendgen, & Tremblay, 2004). The sample consisted of 223 male adolescents between the ages of 

14 and 21 years (mean age=16.7 years, SD=1.5) attending high schools in a suburban area in Italy 

(Tuscany). The sample included 20% (n=45) first year students (Mage=14.9, SD=.67), 18% (n=39) 

second year students (Mage=15.6, SD=.63), 21% (n=47) third year students (Mage =16.5; SD=.59), 

21% (n=47) fourth year students (Mage=17.5, SD=.62), and 20% (n=45) fifth year students 

(Mage=18.8, SD=.82). A detailed study protocol which explained the study’s goal and methodology 

was approved by the institutional review board. Students received an information sheet, which 

assured them that the data obtained would be handled confidentially and anonymously, and they 

were asked to give written informed assent. Parents of minors were required to provide consent on 

behalf of their children. All parents gave their permission.  

Materials and procedure  

Gambling behavior was measured by the South Oaks Gambling Screen-Revised for 

Adolescents (SOGS-RA; Winters, Stinchfield, & Fulkerson, 1993; Italian version: Colasante et al., 

2014). This is one of the most widely used instruments to measure problem gambling in 

adolescence (see Edgren et al., 2016, for a review), and its psychometric properties have been 

attested by applying Item Response Theory (Chiesi, Donati, Galli, & Primi, 2013). The scale is 

composed of two sections referring to the past 12 months. In the first section, participants were 

asked to indicate their frequency of gambling (never=0, less than monthly=1, monthly=2, 

weekly=3, and daily=4) using a list of eleven gambling activities including: playing cards for 

money, coin tosses for money, bets on games of personal skills, bets on sports teams, bets on horse 

or dog races, bingo, dice games for money, slot machines, scratch cards, lotteries, and online games. 

Based on their responses to this section, participants can be classified as non-gamblers (no 
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gambling behavior) and gamblers (gambling on at least one activity; Welte, Barnes, Tidwell, & 

Hoffman, 2009). Moreover, among gamblers, non-regular gamblers (i.e., those who participated 

from less than monthly to less than weekly in at least one gambling activity) and regular gamblers 

(i.e., those who participated weekly or daily in at least one gambling activity) can be identified 

(Winters et al., 1993). Finally, a total score of gambling frequency (range 0-44) can be obtained by 

summing the responses for each gambling activity (Wickwire et al., 2007).  

The second section consists of 12 items related to the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of 

Mental Disorders (edition III, revised) criteria for pathological gambling (American Psychiatric 

Association, 1987). An example is: “In the past 12 months, how often have you gone back another 

day to try to win back money that you lost?”. All items require dichotomous answers (i.e., yes or no) 

except the first item, which has a 4-point response scale (never, some of the time, most of the time, 

every time), and it is dichotomized (i.e., never/some of the time or most of the time/every time) in 

the scoring phase. A single composite score was computed summing the responses for each item of 

the second section. The total SOGS-RA score, indicative of the number of problem gambling 

symptoms, was used as a dependent variable (range 0-12), in line with previous studies (e.g., 

Wickwire et al., 2007; Wickwire, Whelan, & Meyers, 2010). Finally, according to the narrow 

criterion (Winters, Stinchfield, & Kim, 1995), different categories of gamblers were identified: 

Non-problem gamblers (i.e., SOGS-RA scores from 0 to 1), at-risk gamblers (i.e., SOGS-RA scores 

from 2 to 3), and problem gamblers (i.e., SOGS-RA scores of 4 or more). 

Sensation seeking was measured using the Brief Sensation Seeking Scale (BSSS, Hoyle, 

Stephenson, Palmgreen, Lorch, & Donohew, 2002; Italian version: Primi, Narducci, Benedetti, 

Donati, & Chiesi, 2011). It contains eight Likert-type items using a 5-point scale ranging from 

strongly disagree to strongly agree, yielding a maximum score of 40. Higher scores represent high 

levels of sensation seeking. An example item is “I would love to have new and exciting experiences, 

even if they are illegal”. Coefficient alpha for the current sample was acceptable (α = .69).  
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 The Gambling Related Cognitions Scale (GRCS; Raylu & Oei, 2004; Italian version: Iliceto 

et al., 2015) was used to assess gambling-related cognitions. It contains twenty-three Likert-type 

items (using a 7-point scale ranging from strongly disagree to strongly agree) related to five biases 

regarding gambling measured by the following subscales: Gambling Expectancies (4 items; e.g., 

“Having a gamble helps reduce tension and stress”), Illusion of Control (4 items; e.g., “Specific 

numbers and colors can help increase my chances of winning”), Predictive Control (6 items; e.g., 

“When I have a win once, I will definitely win again”), Inability to Stop Gambling (5 items; e.g., “It 

is difficult to stop gambling as I am so out of control”), and Interpretative Bias (4 items; e.g., 

“Relating my losses to bad luck and bad circumstances makes me continue gambling”). The scale 

was previously found to have adequate validity and reliability among adolescents (e.g., Donati et 

al., 2015; Taylor et al., 2014). Following the suggestion that only the total score for the GRCS 

should be used with adolescents (Taylor et al., 2014), we computed a total score by summing all 

responses. Coefficient alpha for the current sample was .83, indicating good reliability.  

The Italian translation of the Zimbardo Time perspective Inventory (ZTPI; Zimbardo & Boyd, 

1999) was used to assess time perspectives. The scale includes 56 items with a Likert-type scale 

from 1 (very untrue) to 5 (very true) measuring the following subscales: Past Negative (PN) (10 

items; e.g., “The past has too many unpleasant memories that I prefer not to think about”), Past 

Positive (PP) (9 items; e.g., “It gives me pleasure to think about my past”), Present Hedonistic (PH) 

(15 items; e.g., “Taking risks keeps my life from becoming boring”), Present Fatalistic (PF) (9 

items; e.g., “My life path is controlled by forces I cannot influence”), and Future (F) (13 items; e.g., 

“I am able to resist temptations when I know that there is work to be done”. Previous studies 

reported good reliability and validity of the ZTPI (e.g., Zimbardo & Boyd, 1999). In this sample, 

Cronbach’s alpha was .78 for the PN subscale, .71 for the PP subscale, .82 for the PH subscale, .61 

for the PF subscale, and .71 for the F subscale. 

The above described scales were administered in the classrooms and students were required to 

work individually. The order of presentation was the following: BSSS, SOGS-RA, GRCS, and 
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ZTPI. Teachers were not present during the administration of the scales, which required 

approximately 50 minutes. 

Analysis strategy 

In order to investigate the key factors that are associated with gambling frequency and 

problem gambling habits, we carried out a series of analyses. First, based on participants’ scores on 

the SOGS-RA, we identified each participants’ gambling frequency status (regular gambler/non-

regular gambler/non-gambler). Then, using a series of one-way ANOVAs, we compared 

participants with different gambling frequency status with regard to their age, sensation seeking, 

gambling-related cognitions and TPs. Amongst the subgroup of participants who gambled, we also 

conducted additional one-way ANOVAs to compare individuals with different problem gambling 

status (non-problem gambler/at-risk gambler/problem gambler) regarding their age, sensation 

seeking, gambling-related cognitions and TPs. Our next analysis was aimed at investigating the 

relationships among all the study variables using partial correlations, controlling for the effect of 

age (as our participants were from a relatively broad age range). Finally, two stepwise multiple 

regression analyses were conducted with the aim of investigating the individual contributions of the 

study variables to predicting both gambling frequency and problem gambling. A key hypothesis of 

our study was that individual TPs significantly predicted gambling behavior, even after the effects 

of other relevant study variables were taken into account. In order to test this hypothesis, in the first 

step of the regression analyses, we entered age (in months), cognitive distortions and sensation 

seeking into the regression equations. Then, in the second step, we entered those TPs that were 

found to be significantly correlated with gambling frequency and problem gambling, respectively, 

with the aim of establishing whether these variables made significant additional contributions to 

predicting gambling behavior. A bootstrap procedure with 10,000 bootstrap samples was used to 

generate confidence intervals for the regression coefficients. 

Results 
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The results showed that 85% of the participants had gambled in the previous year. Among 

those who gambled, 30% were regular gamblers. The most popular activities were scratch cards 

(reported by 64% of participants), bets on sports teams (53%), and playing cards for money (44%), 

while online games (14%), dice games for money (6%) and bets on horse or dog races (6%) were 

less popular. Among the gamblers (n=189), 71% were non-problem gamblers, 22% were at-risk 

gamblers, and 7% were problem gamblers. 

Comparisons between the gambling frequency groups (regular gambler/non-regular 

gambler/non-gambler) indicated that these groups significantly differed in their level of sensation 

seeking, gambling-related cognitive distortions, PF and PH (Table 1). Post-hoc tests indicated that 

all group contrasts were significant for gambling-related cognitive distortions. For sensation seeking 

and the present TPs, regular gamblers differed significantly from the other two groups, while no 

differences were found between non-gamblers and non-regular gamblers.  

- INSERT TABLE 1 – 

Considering only those participants who reported that they had engaged in gambling 

behavior, gambling status groups (non-problem gambler/at-risk gambler/problem gambler) differed 

in their level of gambling-related cognitive distortions, PN, PF, and PH (Table 2). Post-hoc tests 

indicated that all group contrasts were significant for gambling-related cognitive distortions. 

Regarding TPs, problem gamblers had significantly higher scores than non-problem gamblers, 

whereas at-risk gamblers were at an intermediate level that did not differ significantly from the 

other two groups.  

- INSERT TABLE 2 – 

 We also investigated the correlations among the study variables (Table 3). These results 

further confirmed that gambling-related cognitions were significantly related to gambling frequency 

and gambling problem severity. There was a similar pattern of results for sensation seeking, with 

the exception that the correlation between sensation seeking and gambling problem severity was 

only marginally significant (p=.062). Concerning the relationship between TPs and gambling 
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behavior, we found that the present TPs were significantly and positively correlated with both 

gambling frequency and gambling problem severity. The PN and future perspectives were also 

significantly correlated with gambling problems, although they were unrelated to gambling 

frequency. Finally, the PP perspective was unrelated to gambling behavior. 

Significant correlations were also found among the TP dimensions. In detail, PN was 

positively correlated with the present perspectives, which, in turn, were positively interrelated, and 

F was positively correlated with PP. Additional notable findings were the positive relationships that 

both sensation seeking and gambling-related distortions displayed with PN, PH, and PF, with a 

particularly strong correlation between sensation seeking and PH. Moreover, there was a negative 

correlation between sensation seeking and F. Finally, we also confirmed that gambling frequency 

was strongly and positively associated with problem gambling symptoms. 

- INSERT TABLE 3 - 

To examine the key predictors of gambling frequency, we carried out a stepwise multiple 

regression (Table 4). Among the time perspectives, we only considered PH and PF, as these were 

the only dimensions that showed significant correlations with gambling frequency. At the first step, 

age, sensation seeking, and cognitive distortions together accounted for 25% of the variance in 

gambling frequency, and both sensation seeking and cognitive distortions were significant 

predictors. In Model 2, in addition to sensation seeking and cognitive distortions, the PF perspective 

also significantly predicted gambling frequency, and there was a significant increase in explained 

variance (ΔR2=.03, p=.015), when the effect of the present TPs was also considered. In sum, the PF 

perspective predicted significant additional variance in gambling frequency after the significant 

effects of sensation seeking and gambling-related cognitions were taken into account.  

- INSERT TABLE 4 - 

 We conducted a similar stepwise multiple regression analysis to investigate the key 

predictors of gambling problem severity (Table 5). Given that all TPs were significantly related to 

problem gambling severity, with the exception of PP, the effect of all these perspectives was 
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considered in this analysis. At the first step, age, sensation seeking and cognitive distortions 

together accounted for 21% of the variance in gambling problem severity, with gambling-related 

cognitions as the only significant predictor. In Model 2, in addition to the significant effect of 

cognitive distortions and a marginal effect of age (p<.09), the Future TP was also a significant 

predictor of gambling problem severity, and there was a significant increase in explained variance 

(ΔR2=.05, p=.013), when the TP dimensions were added as predictors. This result suggests that the 

Future perspective predicts additional variance in gambling problem severity once the significant 

effect of gambling-related cognitions is taken into account.  

- INSERT TABLE 5 - 

Discussion 

The current study investigated the effect of time perspectives on gambling in adolescent boys, 

while also taking into account the effect of two well-established predictors of gambling behavior: 

sensation seeking and gambling-related cognitive distortions, as well as the effects of age. We 

adopted Zimbardo and Boyd’s (1999) approach, which not only discriminates between the time 

frames of the past, present and future, but also identifies two separate past perspectives (positive 

and negative), and two separate present perspectives (hedonistic and fatalistic). This approach has 

never been used to investigate adolescent gambling behavior before.  

Based on previous findings with adults (Hodgins & Engel, 2002; McKillopp et al., 2006a), 

we expected that the present TPs would be positively related to gambling behavior, whereas we 

predicted a negative relationship between the future TP and gambling. Regarding the past 

perspectives, a positive link between PN and gambling behavior, and a negative link between PP 

and gambling was predicted. We also hypothesized that TPs (especially the present and future) 

might explain additional variance in gambling behavior when the effect of other relevant factors is 

controlled. Finally, based on Vachon et al. (2004) and Wickwire et al. (2007) we expected that a 

different set of predictors might be related to gambling frequency and problem severity.  
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In line with recent studies with adolescents in Italy (e.g., Canale et al., 2017; Donati et al., 

2017; Nigro et al., 2017), we found that a significant proportion of our participants gambled. 

Regarding the associations between TPs and gambling behavior, similar to previous studies with 

adults (Hodgins & Engel, 2002; McKillop et al., 2006a), our results showed that the present TPs 

were significant predictors of gambling behavior (including both gambling frequency and problem 

severity). Indeed, we did not only find significant correlations between these variables, but the 

present TPs were also useful in distinguishing between clinically relevant categories of gamblers 

(i.e., between regular- vs. non-regular and non-gamblers; and, within the group of gamblers, 

between non-problem and problem gamblers).   

Additionally, there was a positive association between PN and gambling problem severity, 

and a negative association between the future TP and gambling problem severity, with the PN 

perspective also discriminating between the groups of problem- and non-problem gamblers. That is, 

with the exception of the PP perspective, all TPs were significantly related to at least some 

indicators of gambling behavior. Moreover, the present perspectives, and, to some extent, the PN 

perspective, were useful in discriminating between clinically relevant categories of gamblers.  

As expected, we also confirmed the links between gambling-related cognitive distortions and 

sensation seeking and both gambling frequency and gambling problem severity. Indeed, these 

variables also successfully discriminated between clinically relevant categories of gamblers, 

although the link between sensation seeking and gambling problem severity was weaker than 

expected (and only marginally significant). 

Nevertheless, the main contribution of our study was that it also investigated the question of 

whether TPs explain additional variance in gambling behavior once the effects of other important 

predictors (in particular, sensation seeking and gambling-related cognitive distortions) were taken 

into account. Indeed, this question is very relevant, given that our results confirmed that both 

sensation seeking and gambling related distortions were significantly related to several TPs, with a 

particularly strong correlation between sensation seeking and PH. 
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Our results confirmed that a fatalistic perception of the present was related to gambling 

frequency, even after taking into account the significant effects of sensation seeking and cognitive 

distortions. This finding extends previous results with adults (Hodgins & Engel, 2002; McKillop et 

al., 2006a), which already established the link between gambling behavior and the fatalistic TP, and 

more broadly, previous findings regarding the association of the PF perspective with maladaptive 

behaviors (e.g., Zimbardo & Boyd, 1999). This finding is also in line with Zimbardo et al. (1997) 

who found that the present TP remained a significant predictor of risky driving when the effects of 

sensation seeking (and some other relevant factors) were taken into account.   

Regarding problem gambling severity, the future perspective was the only TP that explained 

additional variance, once the significant effect of cognitive distortions was controlled. This result 

extends the findings of McKillop et al. (2006a), and, in general, the finding that the future 

perspective can act as a protective factor against some risky behaviors (cf., Zimbardo & Boyd, 

1999), although most previous studies focused on health-related risks. Specifically, the future TP 

was previously found to be linked to exercise and healthy eating (e.g., Mahon, Yarcheski, & 

Yarcheski, 1997), and condom use (DiIorio, Parsons, Lehr, Adame, & Carlone, 1993).  

Regarding the effect of the PH perspective, it did not explain additional variance in gambling 

frequency or gambling problem severity when it was considered together with other relevant 

variables, despite its moderate associations with gambling behavior. The most likely explanation for 

this pattern is that the PH perspective was significantly related to both sensation seeking and 

gambling-related cognitive distortions, with a particularly strong correlation with sensation seeking. 

Nevertheless, it is worth noting that the PF perspective was also moderately related to both 

sensation seeking and gambling-related cognitions, but it still remained a significant independent 

predictor of gambling frequency when the other factors were controlled. This confirms the utility of 

discriminating between the two types of present perspectives.  

More specifically, the moderate correlations between the PH and PF perspectives, and their 

differential relations to gambling frequency indicate that there are two different ways in which a 
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focus on the present might be linked to the development of gambling habits. Hedonistic adolescents 

are characterised by high levels of sensation seeking, and they might be more susceptible to peer 

influences (although this was not investigated in the current study). Fatalistic adolescents might be 

characterised by negative affect and a tendency to discount future rewards. Indeed, the association 

between future discounting and gambling behavior is well-documented (for reviews see Cosenza & 

Nigro, 201; Wiehler & Peters, 2015), and future discounting has been linked to the PF time 

perspective (Morsanyi & Fogarasi, 2014; Stolarski, Bitner, & Zimbardo, 2011). Nevertheless, the 

exact contribution of hedonism and fatalism to gambling behavior in adolescence requires further 

investigation.     

The current study also provided some evidence for the relevance of the PN perspective to 

gambling. In particular, we found that the PN perspective discriminated between non-problem and 

problem gamblers, which is very similar to the findings of Hodgins and Engel (2002) who reported 

higher PN scores amongst pathological than social gamblers. Nevertheless, the PN perspective did 

not explain additional variance in gambling problem severity when it was considered together with 

other relevant factors.  

From a practical point of view, previous studies with adults provided mixed evidence for the 

ability of TPs to discriminate between clinically relevant categories of gamblers (see Hodgins & 

Engel, 2002; MacKillop et al., 2006b). Our findings concurred with Hodgins and Engel (2002) in 

confirming the ability of the present fatalistic and hedonistic TPs, as well as the past negative 

perspective in discriminating between clinical groups.   

Our findings also highlighted the importance of the PF and the future perspectives as potential 

risk and protective factors, respectively. Future thinking (i.e., a tendency to strive for future goals) 

is particularly important in adolescence, which is a time of significant developmental and personal 

transitions (Nurmi, 1991; Seginer, 2008). The finding the future thinking is negatively associated 

with gambling problems hints at the possibility that helping adolescents to set appropriate and 
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achievable goals could act as a protective factor with regard to problem gambling. Thus, this 

finding could inform future intervention efforts.  

Related to the previous point, our study also suggests that it might be useful to reduce 

fatalistic perceptions of the present. Adolescents with a present fatalistic TP are those who feel 

negatively about the present but unable to steer their way towards a better future. They feel trapped 

by their circumstances or fate, and may believe that random chance has more to do with their future 

prospects than hard work (cf., Zimbardo & Boyd, 1999). Moreover, fatalistic individuals are prone 

to risky behaviors due to lower perceptions of risk (Ngueutsa & Kouabenan, 2017). Thus, 

adolescents with high levels of present fatalistic TP should be targeted by interventions to enhance 

their awareness of risk and their ability to carry out safe behaviors.  

Additionally, interventions could emphasize future-oriented constructs, such as hope and 

optimism, which are adaptive competencies (e.g., Ferrari, Nota, & Soresi, 2012). Inviting 

adolescents to indicate future dreams, expectations, and goals, and teaching them about the 

importance of investment in training have also been found to effectively foster future orientation 

(Nota, Santilli, & Soresi, 2016). Finally, as perceiving the three time periods as interrelated is 

associated with less risky behavior compared to perceiving time periods as unrelated (Mello, Finan, 

& Worrell, 2013), it could be important to educate youth to consider the time frames of the past, 

present and future as related, and in a continuum.   

From a research point of view, another future direction could be to investigate gender 

differences in the role of past, present and future thinking in gambling, as gender differences have 

been found in the predictors of gambling behavior in adolescence (e.g., Chalmers & Willoughby, 

2006; Donati et al., 2013; Ellenbogen, Derevensky, & Gupta, 2007; Jackson Dowling, Thomas, 

Bond, & Patton, 2008), and previous studies have reported gender differences in time perspectives 

in both adults (e.g., Ely & Mercurio, 2011; Zimbardo & Boyd, 1999) and adolescents (Morsanyi & 

Fogarasi, 2014). Thus, it is plausible to suppose that the predictive value of the different TPs might 

differ between genders. Additionally, as the current findings are correlational, it would be important 
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to conduct longitudinal, as well as intervention studies, to establish the causal role of time 

perspectives in the development of gambling habits. 

In summary, the current results show that time perspectives are related to gambling behavior 

in adolescence. These findings also demonstrate that present-oriented hedonism and fatalism, as 

well as future thinking and the past negative perspective differentially relate to gambling behavior. 

In particular, fatalism was a robust predictor of gambling frequency, whereas the future TP was 

negatively linked to gambling problem severity, after the effects of age, sensation seeking, and 

gambling-related cognitive distortions, as well as the effect of other relevant TPs were taken into 

account. Although hedonism and the past negative TP did not independently predict gambling 

behavior, their relevance was supported by their associations with sensation seeking and gambling-

related cognitive distortions. Overall, these results could contribute to the development of more 

nuanced approaches to the investigation of the links between time perspectives and gambling 

behavior, and could inspire novel interventions for at-risk and problem gamblers.  
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Table 1. Comparisons between non-gamblers (NGs), and non-regular (NRGs) and regular gamblers (RGs) on the main study variables. 

 

 NGs (n=34) 

M (SD) 

NRGs (n=123) 

M (SD) 

RGs (n=66) 

M (SD) 
F df p ƞ₂ 

Post-hoc 

Tukey’s tests p 

Age  17.01 (1.71) 17.23 (1.43) 17.38 (1.67) .74 2, 213 .479 .01 

  

- - 

  

Sensation Seeking 24.74 (6.58) 26.67 (5.41) 28.80 (5.14) 6.59 2, 220 .002 .06 

NGs - NRGs .171 

NGs - RGs .002 

NRGs - RGs .032 

Gambling Related Cognitions 17.00 (5.62) 23.31 (9.58) 
31.89 

(13.22) 
29.63 2, 219 <.001 .21 

NGs - NRGs .046 

NGs - RGs <.001 

NRGs - RGs <.001 

ZTPI-Past Positive 31.29 (5.27) 31.68 (5.65) 31.86 (6.01) .11 2, 219 .894 .01 

  

- - 

  

ZTPI –Past Negative 28.94 (7.11) 28.86 (6.80) 29.42 (7.11) .15 2, 219 .865 .01 

  

- - 

  

ZTPI –Present Fatalistic 21.56 (4.67) 23.09 (4.72) 25.65 (5.72) 8.91 2, 219 <.001 .08 

NGs - NRGs .261 

NGs - RGs .003 

NRGs - RGs <.001 

ZTPI – Present Hedonistic 48.06 (9.79) 50.54 (7.70) 54.09 (9.98) 6.11 2, 219 .003 .05 

NGs - NRGs .309 

NGs - RGs .004 

NRGs - RGs .024 

ZTPI- Future 43.53 (7.82) 41.542 (6.26) 40.55 (6.90) 2.22 2, 219 .111 .02 

  

- - 

  

 

 



Table 2. Comparisons between non-problem (NPGs), at-risk (ARGs) and problem gamblers (PGs) on the main study variables. 

 

 NPGs (n=134) 

M (SD) 

ARGs (n=39) 

M (SD) 

PGs (n=10) 

M (SD) 
F df p ƞ₂ 

Post-hoc 

Tukey’s tests p 

Age  16.66 (1.47) 17.18 (1.37) 17.10 (1.66) 2.12 2, 180 .124 .02 

  

- - 

  

Sensation Seeking 27.03 (5.36) 27.87 (5.56) 30.54 (4.61) 2.38 2, 186 .096 .06 

  

- - 

  

Gambling Related Cognitions 23.45 (10.36) 32.15 (10.82) 41.00 (12.72) 31.96 2, 186 <.001 .26 

NPGs - ARGs <.001 

NPGs - PGs <.001 

ARGs - PGs <.001 

ZTPI-Past Positive 31.89 (5.41) 31.52 (5.83) 30.73 (9.51) .24 2, 185 .785 .01 

  

- - 

  

ZTPI –Past Negative 28.31 (6.73) 30.50 (6.84) 33.09 (7.63) 3.65 2, 185 .028 .04 

NPGs - ARGs .176 

NPGs - PGs .050 

ARGs - PGs .504 

ZTPI –Present Fatalistic 23.28 (4.77) 25.25 (4.83) 28.18 (8.78) 6.29 2, 185 .002 .06 

NPGs - ARGs .082 

NPGs - PGs .007 

ARGs - PGs  .210 

ZTPI – Present Hedonistic 51.23 (8.28) 51.87 (8.82) 58.54 (11.25) 3.70 2, 185 .026 .04 

NPGs - ARGs .907 

NPGs - PGs .019 

ARGs - PGs .061 

ZTPI- Future 41.58 (6.43) 40.72 (6.91) 38.18 (5.13) 1.53 2, 185 .218 .02 

  

- - 

  



Table 3. Partial correlations among sensation seeking, gambling-related cognitive distortions, time perspectives, gambling frequency, and gambling 

problem severity, controlling for the effect of age. 

 

 

 Note: ZTPI-PN = ZTPI – Past Negative subscale; ZTPI-PP = ZTPI – Past Positive subscale; ZTPI-PH = ZTPI – Present Hedonistic subscale; ZTPI-

PF = ZTPI – Present Fatalistic subscale; ZTPI-F = ZTPI – Future subscale. 

*p<.05, **p<.01, ***p<.001 

 

 

 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

1 Gambling Frequency -         

2 Gambling Problem Severity .56*** -        

3 Sensation Seeking .28*** .14 -       

4 Gambling Related Cognitions .39*** .45*** .17* -      

5  ZTPI-PN .06 .18* .14* .21*** -     

6  ZTPI-PP -.04 -.12 .06 -.03 -.13 -    

7  ZTPI-PH .27*** .16* .63*** .19** .30*** .01 -   

8  ZTPI-PF .31*** .25** .24*** .31*** .41*** .03 .37*** -  

9  ZTPI-F -.04 -.18* -.19* .04 .13 .16* -.09 .09 - 



Table 4. Stepwise regression analysis with gambling frequency as a dependent variable and age, 

sensation seeking, gambling-related cognitions, PH and PF as predictors.  

 

  Gambling frequency 

Model Predictors B  p B [95% CI] R2 Adj. R2 

Model 1* Age  .01 .05 .437 -.02-.05 .26 .25 

 Sensation Seeking .18 .21 .003 .08-.30   

 GRCS .17 .41 .001 .10-.25   

Model 2** Age  .02 .06 .338 -.02-.05 .28 .27 

 Sensation Seeking .13 .15 .022 .02-.23   

 GRCS .15 .36 .001 .08-.23   

 ZTPI-PH .03 .06 .511 -.06-.13   

 ZTPI-PF .15 .16 .035 .01-.30   

Note: GRCS = Gambling Related Cognitions Scale; ZTPI-PH = ZTPI – Present Hedonistic 

subscale; ZTPI-PF = ZTPI – Present Fatalistic subscale. *F(3,217)=24.79 p<.001, 

**F(5,215)=17.03, p<.001. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Table 5. Stepwise regression analysis with gambling problem severity as dependent variable and 

age, sensation seeking, gambling-related cognitions, PN, PH, PF, and F as predictors.  

 

Model Predictors B  p B [95% CI] R2 Adj. R2 

Model 1* Age  .01 .10 .217 -.004-.23 .22 .21 

 Sensation Seeking .02 .07 .304 -.02-.06   

 GRCS .06 .44 <.001 .04-.08   

Model 2** Age  .01 .13 .088 -.001-.02 .27 .24 

 Sensation Seeking -.003 -.01 .880 -.05-.04   

 GRCS .06 .41 <.001 .04-.08   

 ZTPI-PN .02 .07 .353  -.02-.05   

 ZTPI-PH .002 .009 .926 -.03-.04   

 ZTPI-PF .03 .11 .315 -.03-.09   

 ZTPI-F -.05 -.21 .003 -.09 - -.02   

Note: GRCS = Gambling Related Cognitions Scale; ZTPI-PN = Past Negative subscale; ZTPI-PH = 

ZTPI – Present Hedonistic subscale; ZTPI-PF = ZTPI – Present Fatalistic subscale; ZTPI-F = 

Future subscale.  * F(3,187)=34.49, p<.001, **F(7,180)=9.55, p<.001 

 

 

 

 

 

 


